
CLAIM: If our universe was supernaturally created, full of fully mature functioning systems; 
humans, planets, cosmos etc. We should expect scientific evidence for both a young and old 
universe (disparaging data). 
Key Points
• Science and the supernatural are not incompatible.                              

http://www.scienceug.com/science--world-view.html

• Science is handicapped and cannot obverse all of reality. God must be 
your prime source for knowledge.    Supernaturalism VS Naturalism

• If creation / nature looks “old” scientifically, God is not lying to us because 
He has revealed Himself as a supernatural outer dimensional being and 
that He used supernatural processes in Creation as well as throughout 
the Bible. The “book of nature” (not really a “book” - due to interpretation) 
is not lying to us if things naturalisticly look old, because we have God’s 
revelation about their history and origins. 

• God creates fully mature functioning systems, in immediacy (rapidly). Old wine, Adam, Eve, healings, 
resurrection... These are not partially formed or accomplished in transition requiring time filled processes.

• It is disingenuous to say Jesus can be supernatural (use miracles) in His ministry / life on earth but that 
He cannot be supernatural in creation; just because we can not “scientifically” (naturalisticly) understand 
how it was done.                                http://www.originsunited.com/blog/did-jesus-create-old-wine

Old or Young?
Why I am neither a young earth or old earth creationist. 
I am a Supernatural Creationist.  

The Nature of Supernatural Creation - 
Examples from Jesus Ministry.  
 

Limiting oneself to naturalistic scientific observation and 
explanations on such miracles like changing water to wine or 
healing the servant’s severed ear; one would conclude that 
their must have been time filled “natural “processes to get the 
results.  All supernatural acts of God - miracles - would then 
be “lies of nature”. For example: virgin birth, resurrection and a 

new heavens and earth all would be non-scientific, non-natural events. God is not lying to us in the “book of Nature” 
because He relieved His supernatural nature and claims to have used supernatural processes in Creation.  That is 
why the Christian has to be an unapologetic supernaturalist. Placing the observations of limited humans, aka science 
above God’s revelation will create inconsistency. Science limited only to naturalistic explanations will always derail the 
observer of supernatural events in a supernaturally created world. More inconsistencies.  I will point out a few. 
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• One of the best evidences of living in a supernaturally created universe it that we get 
disparaging data - observations telling us things are old and some things young, depending on what we observe 
or measure. We should expect disparaging data when observing a supernaturally created system, aka Adam 
or the cosmos.  Without supernatural revelation we will get it wrong every time when only relying on naturalistic 
observation / science.          see The Age of Adam Video

• If Creation took billions of years, will it take billions of years for God to make the new heavens and earth?            
Will we, in our glorified bodies, be waiting billions of years for natural processes (evolution) to form our new 
heavenly world, or the creatures living in it? As old earth creationists (OEC) or Theistic Ev. claim it took for the 
original creation?

• Will death, disease and suffering of animals be a part of Heaven - the new heavens and earth, as they were part of 
God’s good original creation over its billions of years of formation in an OEC view? 

• Will catastrophes like hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes be part 
of the new heavens and earth as they were part of God’s creation and life on 
earth before, during and after Eden, in an OEC view? 
• If Heaven is a return to Eden, God walking with Man, Believers ruling 
with God, how different is it from today, if everything we see today, pain, death, 
suffering etc were part of the Eden world. 

Could the universe be young & old?
Time Dilation - Dr Russell Humphreys and other 
Creation cosmology models.
http://www.scienceug.com/cosmology.html

What does the whole Bible say about 
Origins & Creation.
Genesis Harmonized - Study

http://www.originsunited.
com/genesis-harmonized.html

Major Views on Creation find the Creation page

http://www.scienceug.com/science--world-view.
html

Top Websites 
Young Earth Creation  Genesis as history

creation.com                csm.org
searchcreation.org
icr.org                           creationtoday.org
answersingenesis.org
isgenesishistory.com 
ukcreationtoday.org     discovery.org
creationscience.com

Old Earth / Day Age Creation
oldearth.org                 discovery.org
reasons.org 
thenaturalhistorian.com
Evolutionary Creation - Theistic Evolution  
biologos.org

The Age of Adam
young earth vs old earth 
Jason Lisle vs Hugh Ross

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=P9nAq7lv_tE

full debate
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=z045s1rLLIc

Life is Young
Degenerative Evolution 
Theory - Genetic entropy
http://www.scienceug.com/
biology.html

find the DET page

http://www.scienceug.com/science--
world-view.html

find the Origins page


